NEW DESIGN!

- Production speeds up to 3500 FPM (17.7 M/S)
- Pneumatic reel lift table
- No trenching or floor alterations required, saving money, time, and effort
- Touchscreen HMI controls and full system monitoring
- Multiple safety features
- Custom sizes available
- Manufactured in the USA
BSS-3500

Bobbin Spooler System - 3500 FPM

**BSS Horizontal Pay-Off**
- Flooding Collapsible Coil head design
- Heavy duty welded steel housing designed for rugged, wire mill duty
- Pneumatic disc brake

**BSS Dancer**
- Maintain line tension and provide control of powered pay-out for smooth acceleration and deceleration

**BSS Horizontal Take-Up**
- Integral AC Vector Automatic Levelwind with Direct Ballscrew Drive and adjustable V-groove guide roller system for material from .0260”-.1875” diameter
- Electronic counter with large display digital readout and programmable slowdown and stop-to-length presets
- Adjustable guide rollers upon entry and exit
- Pneumatic operated shaftless feature with fixed drive side, spool elevator platform and flange guides
- Easy load, straight bushings per existing spool arbor holes
- Drive arm with adjustable drive pin
- Bolt-down flanges with forklift base for mobility
- Reel eject cylinder
- Pneumatic disc brake
- Constant speed control with range of 0-3,500 FPM